Side Channel Attacks
The CHES birth in 1999 coincided with the advent of SCA • Bellcore attack (fault injection) in 1996 • SPA, DPA in 1998
Consequences of the attack 1. The smart card industry was under shell shock 2. People discovered a great new area to generate research papers Even though not intented by the CHES founders, the scientific community picked CHES as its favorite publication outlet for sidechannel papers. 
I had to extend my model…

Resource use within lightweight ciphers
Crypto in Cars
• USA: 42,000+ car fatalities per year (IIHS, 2002) • 3.2m injuries (2000) • est.: 90% driver errors 
Elliptic Curve Primitive
• Given a Point P on an elliptic curve E over GF(p):
E: y 2 =x 3 +ax+b mod p P k pr k pub
• EC discrete logarithm problem: 
